Never Did the Time
Will Hudson Duster Return to Troy?

by Dom LoPorto

The Guccie Times does not know the whole story about the murder at the former Hudson Duster in Troy some 10 years ago, but we assume it was real. Was anyone convicted? Did he ever do time? Did the Mob get him out of prison? And the biggest question is: is he coming back for Robinson?

The Hudson Duster, like Bombers, knows well that Jim is going to box Ciro, and he doesn't like it. As a homicidal maniac, the Hudson Duster does not want to come out in the light and box Jim in the ring. He wants to get Jim on the street when he misses his bus at night. ‘Cause they’ve been keeping an eye on him. But Jim says, “I’m not worried about it. I think he fears my gun. Nothing ever happens to me when I go out. I’ve got too many secret friends.”

The Guccie Times assumes that the Troy Police knew both suspects in the fight at Hudson Duster that night—that they were both no good thugs and Mob boeys. So the TPD let one kill the other. They insisted anyway. They have to have their cool bar fight for the girls, but none of the girls ever liked them except for the ones that were forced to.

We here at the Guccie Times take full responsibility for what we say in our newsletter and on the site. Stop blaming Robinson. He’s just an investigator here. He is under constant surveillance by Cal, myself and Jim2, and you are not going to get to his social environment. We assume the Hudson Duster has been to Savoy already because the TPD leaked it that Jim was thrown out. But Jim offered his services there and he was rejected. He won’t be back unless a delegate makes friends with him on the street.

Nobody wants trouble at Blue 82, and Robinson is not going there for that reason. He is only trying to make gain with the Gambino, especially Judas the rebel and “the most difficult,” as Mr. Guccione says. We assume Blue 82 will not welcome Robinson back, and he has burned that bridge, but that is quite ok. Robinson is welcome in many other community establishments.

Robinson has a way to go with his kickboxing before he is ready for a fight. Remember, even though most of us here at the Guccie Times are 20-30 year old entrepreneur men, both Robinson and Guccione are 50. But Robinson says, “Jezebel from DiCarlo’s will take care of that. And I never even have to go back there. She will come to me on Lark.”

Hudson Duster doesn’t like to hear these things, and it really makes him angry. He can’t control his emotions anyway. He’s not a Romantic. He’s a homicidal maniac.
DA Abelove Unknowingly Exposes Troy Mob Racket Proving His Innocence
by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

There is a current Mob racket building in the city of Troy raised up against its legal enforcement, care takers and judicial branch concerning the free speech of the Guccie Times. This racket will precede the return of Hudson Duster (see cover story). Here is what Mr. Guccione said about it:

“The Mob came to Troy with a Romantic to kill Jim Robinson for his bold statements against porn hubs, strip houses and other vices in his Capital District. The mistake they made is that I told him what to say. They didn’t come after Jim, they came after me. We all knew ahead of time what they were going to do because the Gambino history repeats itself.”

The Mob says that Robinson is risking a violation of his probation simply by wanting to pay Susan’s bail and even his desire to be at her court hearings. That is the stupidity of the Mob as it is expressed in the cop slavecuff. The Mob makes itself obvious to a community armed with concealed firearms. That doesn’t just happen in the south.

Here is the Romantic: Susan, Robinson’s Christian friend, betrays him and burglarizes his home then spends $13,000 of his money that SEFCU has to return. That was a provisional repayment by SEFCU. Once Susan is found guilty, she is then responsible to pay Robinson his money back and SEFCU will take Robinsons savings of about 3 years of hard work. That was not SSDI money. But Susan does not have the money to pay Jim back, so Jim becomes poor again. In the process, the Mob threatens several other of Jim’s friends knowing not that they were already under the protective custody of a community that could not betray itself because they were all real born-again Christians. Susan was threatened to be tortured by the Mob if she said anything at all about he Romantic. She was told that Robinson gave her permission to use the card. The Mob, being servants of Satan, as expressed through their LaVey slaves, would find it impossible to break the community bond of the upstate region. The Mob would then discover it had no power here, but it had to contain everything to a NYC ghetto.

The Guccie Times wants to publicly apologize for its allegations against Mr. DA Abelove et al as this is a case that goes far beyond the court system. Now that Good Bob has taken note of it, it is unlikely that any of Jim’s friends, who stood with him during his illness, would be harmed. Not even a hair on their head. And the Mob would be subsequently driven out of the capital Region.

It is also likely that Jim will get his .45 and his apartment at the Conservatory soone, sooner than we thought. Because the Hudson Duster is on the move...

The Sicilian UZI Fully-Auto Apollyon’s 5,000 Year-Old Baby?
by Jim Guccione 2, Staff Journalist

“It’s the greatest gun on the world.” said Mr. Guccione. Why is Jim so affixed on the UZI? Aren’t there more proactive guns out there that other law enforcement insist on?

Jim has told us on various occasions that the general public is not yet ready for Guccione history. “You never listen to my Public Official, and you’re going to remain ignorant.” Robinson hit on a little of it in his literature, especially The War of Hades, a discontinued novel once published by The Book Patch. He often wondered if the publisher had not saved those files.

It is said by legend that the Gucciones survived the flood of the KJV Old Testament, and the blood was never severed.

Before the War of Hades in Heaven, Lucifer and Apollyon developed a master plan to conquer mankind on the earth using Lucifer’s discreet knowledge of plants, animals and the human body as given to him by God to be a steward for man. Apollyon, on the other hand, was given knowledge of objects and engineering as they could be made by the angels hands or construction devices. Together, Lucifer and Apollyon built a city called Hades which is a very close reproduction of Manhattan that God left in Heaven as a memorial to the remaining 2/3 angels of its former rebellion. But the two fallen angels possessed the souls of the Evil Guccione on earth in men and thus rebuilt Hades in the major cities of the world.

It can be extracted then that the UZI was the gun designed by Apollyon in Heaven and rebuilt here, along with the camera, some 5,000 years ago and never revealed to the common man until the past 100 years when the industrial revolution took over the world. That’s where Lucifer gets all of his power from, the UZI and Camera.